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In 1978 Hans Cousto, a Swiss mathematician and musicologist discovered the natural formula
of the "Cosmic Octave" as the link between different kinds of perodically occurring natural
phenomena, such as the orbit of the planets, the weather, colors, rhythms and tones. This
extraordinary book explains these relationships with examples of astronomical data comparing
the frequencies of planatery orbits, in architectural works, in ancient and modern measuring
systems, the human body, music and medicine. Cousto reveals how music is truly the language
of the cosmos and of the natural world.

"...boy's miraculous survival...the experience of his brother Romek in the underground...can
leave one breathless." -- Dr. Aaron S. Gold, San Diego"I believe such testimonies from those
who survived should be a part of American public curriculum." -- Paul H. Dunn, General
Authority, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints"It is an unnerving tale of ceaseless
horror and quiet, unimaginable courage...." -- Arthur Salm, Book Editor, SAN DIEGO UNION-
TRIBUNE
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Pacific Northwest Reader, “Useful but not as complete as I wished.. This does not seem to be a
complete translation of the original German text. I had hoped for more content. I will have to work
through the original version with my Swiss friend or else learn to read German.”

Puck, “WOW. This is the best book that I have ever found on the spiritual essence of frequency.
The webpage of the author has much of what this book covers, but this book is the most
condensed perfect version to start.”

Amy Assante, “fascinating. Fascinating book. If you are a musician or a sound healer. There is
some amazing information.”

Phantom Stranger, “If You're Even Looking At This Book, Then Read It!!!. Very interesting
indeed! An offering of perspective for anyone that has an interest in the music of the spheres,
vibration, sound healing, and particularly the planetary healing forks and gongs.  Good stuff!”

Harmonious Being (Consignment), “Awesome. This is a very interesting book of anyone who's
interested Sound healing and consciousness. That explains a lot that I”

Jennifer S Amo, “it's all about frequency. the future of vibrational medicine”

rodney Stowe, “Five Stars. great product at a good price”

K. Adkins, “Five Stars. Very good !!”

Pamela Blake-Wilson, “Five Stars. A beautiful book with clear illustrations. It is a book that has
really good explanations.”

Anise Woodrow, “Fabulous book.. Fabulous book, a must for sound healers or those wishing to
learn about the magic of music.”

LisaDanu333, “Five Stars. Great, thanks!”

The book by Enya has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 65 people have provided feedback.
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